Dynamic Analysis of an Infinitely Long Beam Resting on a Kelvin Foundation under Moving Random Loads
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Nonstationary random vibration analysis of an infinitely long beam resting on a Kelvin foundation subjected to moving random loads is studied in this paper. Based on the pseudo excitation method (PEM) combined with the Fourier transform (FT), a closed-form solution of the power spectral responses of the nonstationary random vibration of the system is derived in the frequency-wavenumber domain. On the numerical integration scheme a fast Fourier transform is developed for moving load problems through a parameter substitution, which is found to be superior to Simpson’s rule. The results obtained by using the PEM-FT method are verified using Monte Carlo method and good agreement between these two sets of results is achieved. Special attention is paid to investigation of the effects of the moving load velocity, a few key system parameters, and coherence of loads on the random vibration responses. The relationship between the critical speed and resonance is also explored.

1. Introduction

Dynamic analysis of a structure subjected to moving loads has always been an important subject for researchers, which has an extensive engineering background [1–5]. To date, various moving load dynamic problems have been studied, for example, as reviewed in [6], from relatively simple problems of vibration of a beam excited by a moving mass and vibration of a rotating shaft under a moving surface load to complicated vehicle-track-bridge interaction problems.

For a moving load problem, even if the load is modelled as a stationary process, the response at an observed point in a structure is nonstationary because of the load’s motion in space. Such a problem is obviously different from the nonstationary random vibration which has been widely studied in earthquake engineering. In earthquake engineering the nonstationary random vibration response of a structure is induced by the nonstationary random earthquake input. To date, nonstationary earthquake motion and structural analysis of earthquake response have been extensively investigated [7, 8]. However, research into nonstationary random vibration induced by moving random loads is fairly uncommon. In particular, the efficiency in computing dynamic responses of structures under moving random loads is low and thus must be enhanced, which is the motivation of this paper.

In railway engineering, the dynamic interaction between trains and rails can be represented as nonstationary random vibration of an infinitely long beams resting on a Kelvin foundation. The moving load model is more suitable to explore several dynamic aspects of a train-track interaction problem, such as critical speed and resonance characteristics.

For steady-state response of a structure subjected to moving loads, its damping, stiffness, and load velocity are considered important parameters. Achenbach and Sun [9] investigated the responses of a Timoshenko beam of infinite length subjected to a force moving at constant velocity and studied the influence of the damping coefficient and the load velocity on the system responses. Jones et al. [10] presented a model of a track on a layered ground under a moving oscillating load and discussed the effect of the relative
speeds of the load, the effect of the ground type, and the effect of the embankment on the vertical displacement of the ground. Lin and Trethewey [11] proposed a method for the dynamic analysis of elastic beams subjected to dynamic loads induced by the arbitrary movement of a spring-mass-damper system. In addition to the steady-state response of a structure subjected to moving loads, the critical state and stability are another major aspect of a moving load problem. Chen et al. [12] established the dynamic stiffness matrix of an infinite Timoshenko beam on viscoelastic foundation under a harmonic moving load and determined the critical velocities and the resonant frequencies. Dieterman and Metrikine [13, 14] derived expressions of the equivalent stiffness of an elastic half space interacting with a beam with finite width and determined the critical velocities of a constant load moving. Suiker et al. [15] investigated the problem of a moving load on a structure subjected to moving loads, the critical state and stability are another major aspect of a moving load problem.

The above-mentioned works focus on deterministic moving load problems. In fact, for the very important problems of dynamic interactions between vehicles and structures, the irregularity of a road or road surface should be considered in structural design and analysis. There are a number of published papers that cover moving random loads. Şimşek [18] proposed a method for nonlinear dynamic analysis of a functionally graded beam with pinned-pinned supports subjected to a moving harmonic load on Timoshenko beam theory combined with the von-Kármán’s nonlinear strain-displacement relationship. Castro Jorge et al. [19] studied the dynamic response of a beam on nonlinear elastic foundations under moving constant load and carried out parametric analysis of the load intensity and velocity and the foundation’s stiffness.

The above-mentioned works focus on deterministic moving load problems. In fact, for the very important problems of dynamic interactions between vehicles and structures, the irregularity of a road or road surface should be considered in structural design and analysis. There are a number of published papers that cover moving random loads. Bryja and Śniady [20] and Śniady [21] assumed that the force arriving at a bridge as a Poisson process of events and developed an analytical technique to determine the bridge’s random vibration response. Chatterjee et al. [22] carried out a continuum analysis for determining the flexural-torsional vibration of a suspension bridge under vehicular movement and the surface irregularity of the bridge pavement was generated from a power spectral density function. Zibdeh [23] studied the random vibration of a simply supported elastic beam under moving random loads with time-varying velocity. Huang and Wang [24] modelled bridges as grillage beam systems and vehicle as a linear multibody model and analyzed the effect of longitudinal grade on the vibration of bridges considering surface roughness. Lombaert et al. [25] built a numerical model of free field traffic-induced vibration during the passage of a vehicle on an uneven road and derived a transfer function between the source and the receiver. Kim et al. [26] proposed a three-dimensional analysis for bridge-vehicle interaction in which measured roadway roughness profiles were used. Chang and Liu [27] made deterministic and random vibration analysis of a nonlinear beam on an elastic foundation subjected to a moving load.

In order to evaluate the random vibration responses of a system induced by moving random load the Monte Carlo method is adopted usually in the above-mentioned studies. The samples of irregular profiles, as input excitation of the system, can be generated according to Fourier series with random phases and the statistical responses of the system can be obtained by using a time-domain integration method. The nonlinear behaviour of structures can be also considered by using Monte Carlo method, which is a significant advantage [28]. However, the time-domain method does not yield the frequency-domain characteristics of the nonstationary random vibration of the system in a straightforward and intuitive manner and it is inconvenient to investigate the resonance phenomenon. Moreover, in order to achieve more reliable predictions a large number of samples must be used in Monte Carlo method; thus a more time-consuming analysis has to be performed.

The power spectral method representing the energy distribution with respect to frequencies is a widely accepted method in random vibration field [29, 30]. For a moving random load problem the frequency-domain method based on the spectral analysis theory of random vibration is extremely attractive for evaluation of the response statistics. However, there are also some difficulties encountered in the practical application of the random vibration theory to moving load problems, such as the following: (1) for a random load moving at constant speed, even though the input load is a stationary random process, the responses of the structure will be a nonstationary process with evolutionary feature due to the load movement. (2) The critical speed of a system is closely related to the structural properties, velocity, and frequency components of the moving load. It is a nearly impossible task to explore the responses under a moving random load using analytical method.

For random vibration analysis of linear systems the PEM is an efficient and accurate algorithm, which has been widely used in the field of earthquake engineering [31–34]. To overcome the above difficulties a hybrid pseudo excitation method-Fourier transform (PEM-FT) is established in this paper. Using PEM-FT the closed-form solution of the evolutionary spectrum (frequency/time) of the systems response is derived, which has a concise expression. Moreover, the computing time of PEM-FT is very short compared with the time-domain Monte Carlo method. Another advantage is that the system’s characteristics in frequency domain can be understood intuitively.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the dynamic model and governing differential equation for an infinitely long beam resting on a Kelvin foundation subjected to moving random load. Section 3 presents the equation of motion described in the frequency-wave number domain and then Green function obtained by using integral-transform method. In Section 4 the PEM-FT is developed to evaluate the nonstationary random vibration responses of the beam. Introducing the substitution of an integration parameter the discrete fast Fourier transform is proposed for the numerical integration, which has a high
Computational efficiency. Further, the critical velocity of moving load is discussed. In Section 5 the proposed method is verified using Monte Carlo method and the influence of the structural damping, stiffness, and load velocity on random vibration responses is investigated. Finally, the main results of this paper are summarized in Section 6. Although a relatively simple mechanical model is studied in this paper, the theory and the numerical analysis method are applicable to the study of nonstationary vibration of more complex coupled train-track systems.

2. Infinitely Long Beam Resting on a Kelvin Foundation Under Moving Random Loads

An Euler-Bernoulli beam resting on a viscoelastic foundation of Kelvin type subjected to a sequence of moving random loads, as shown in Figure 1, is meant to represent a train running on a rail track in an approximate way. In the following derivations and discussions, the initial system is considered as quiescent.

Its governing partial differential equation of motion can be written as

\[ E_I \frac{\partial^4 w(x, t)}{\partial x^4} + K w(x, t) + \eta \frac{\partial w(x, t)}{\partial t} + m \frac{\partial^2 w(x, t)}{\partial t^2} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} f(x - x_i, t) \]

in which \( w = w(x, t) \) is the lateral displacement of the beam; \( E_I \) and \( m \) are the flexural rigidity and mass per unit length of the beam, respectively; \( K \) and \( \eta \) are the stiffness and damping of foundation; \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} f(x - x_i, t) \) are the loads acting on the beam. If the relative velocity involved is constant, the loads can be expressed further as

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} f(x - x_i, t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \delta(x - v(t-\tau)) q(t-\tau) \]

in which \( \delta(\cdot) \) is Dirac delta function; \( v \) is load velocity; \( q(t-\tau) \) is taken as a stationary random excitation with power spectral density \( S_q(\omega) \).

For the steady-state response, the boundary conditions of (1) are given by

\[ \lim_{x \to \pm\infty} \frac{\partial^n w}{\partial x^n} = 0, \quad n = 0, 1, 2, 3, \ldots \]

Here, (1)–(3) constitute the mathematical model of the moving random load problem.

3. Green’s Function of Structural Dynamic Response in Wavenumber-Frequency Domain

In mathematical-physics Green’s function is an important concept, also known as a source function or an influence function, which describes a field generated by a point source under some boundary conditions and initial conditions [35]. Green’s function \( G(x, t; x_0, t_0) \) represents the dynamic response at point \( x \) and at time \( t \) when the structure is subjected to an impulse at point \( x_0 \) and at time \( t_0 \). It is a function which is only dependent on the space distance between source and receiving points, as well as the delay between receiving and triggering time.

The double Fourier transform of a space-time function \( g(x, t) \) and its inverse is defined as follows:

\[ \tilde{g}(k_x, k_i) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} g(x, t) e^{-j k_x x} e^{-j k_i t} dx \, dt \]

\[ g(x, t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \tilde{g}(k_x, k_i) e^{j k_x x} e^{j k_i t} dk_x \, dk_i \]

in which \( j = \sqrt{-1} \).

Replacing the load on the right side of (1) with \( \delta(x)\delta(t) \), to represent a unit impulse acting at the origin of the coordinate system and at the initial time instant of \( t = 0 \), and then applying the double Fourier transform yields

\[ E_I k_x^4 \tilde{w} + K \tilde{w} + j \eta k_x \tilde{w} - m k_x^2 \tilde{w} = 1. \]

Equation (5) gives the vertical displacement of the beam in frequency and wavenumber domain, and its solution can be easily obtained as

\[ H(k_x, k_i) = \tilde{w}_T(k_x, k_i) = \frac{1}{E_I k_x^4 + K + j \eta k_x - m k_x^2}. \]

By applying inverse Fourier transform to (6) one can obtain the vertical displacement of the beam under the impulse in physical domain:

\[ G(x, t; 0, 0) = w_T(x, t) = \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} H(k_x, k_i) e^{j k_x x} e^{j k_i t} dk_x \, dk_i. \]

Equation (7) gives Green’s function of the infinitely long beam resting on a Kelvin foundation, and based on this function
one can obtain the dynamic response of the beam under any moving load.

### 4. Nonstationary Random Vibration of a Structure under Moving Random Load

#### 4.1. Pseudo Excitation Method for Nonstationary Random Vibration Analysis

It is assumed that the sequence of moving random loads possess the same form of function of \( t \) each with a constant time delay as \( q(t - t_1) \) in (2). For convenience of derivation, the moving random load sequence is expressed in vector form:

\[
f(x, t) = A(x, t) q(t) \tag{8}
\]

in which

\[
A(x, t) = \text{diag} \{ \delta(x - v(t - t_1)), \delta(x - v(t - t_2)), \ldots, \delta(x - v(t - t_n)) \} \tag{9}
\]

\[
q(t) = [q(t - t_1), q(t - t_2), \ldots, q(t - t_n)]^T.
\]

Applying Green’s function the displacement response of the structure under a random load sequence as (8) can be obtained by generalized Duhamel integral as

\[
w(x, t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G(x - \zeta, \tau; 0, 0) f(\zeta, t - \tau) d\zeta d\tau \tag{10}
\]

in which

\[
G(x - \zeta, \tau; 0, 0) = \begin{bmatrix} G(x - \zeta_1, \tau_1; 0, 0) \\ G(x - \zeta_2, \tau_2; 0, 0) \\ \vdots \\ G(x - \zeta_n, \tau_n; 0, 0) \end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( G \) is a \( 1 \times n \) dimension vector.

For a pair of time instants \( t_k \) and \( t_l \), the product of response \( w(x, t_k) \) with response \( w(x, t_l) \) is given by

\[
w(x, t_k) w(x, t_l) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G(x - \zeta, \tau_k; 0, 0) f(\zeta, t_k - \tau_k) \cdot A^T(\zeta, t_l - \tau_l) G^T(x - \zeta, \tau_l; 0, 0) d\zeta d\tau_k d\tau_l \tag{12}
\]

Substituting (10) into (12) and applying an expectation operator \( E[\cdot] \) to the resultant equation generate the correlation function below:

\[
E[w(x, t_k) w(x, t_l)] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G(x - \zeta, \tau_k; 0, 0) A(\zeta, t_l - \tau_l) \cdot A^T(\zeta, t_l - \tau_l) G^T(x - \zeta, \tau_l; 0, 0) d\zeta d\tau_k d\tau_l \tag{13}
\]

Let \( \tau_k = t_k - \tau_k \) and \( \tau_l = t_l - \tau_l \). According to the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, the autocorrelation function of stationary process \( q(t) \) can be expressed as

\[
E[q(\zeta_k, t_k - \tau_k) q^T(\zeta_l, t_l - \tau_l)] = \begin{bmatrix} E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_1) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_1)] & E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_1) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_2)] & \cdots & E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_1) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_n)] \\ E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_2) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_1)] & E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_2) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_2)] & \cdots & E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_2) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_n)] \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_n) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_1)] & E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_n) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_2)] & \cdots & E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_n) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_n)] \end{bmatrix} \tag{14}
\]

\[
E[q(\zeta_k, \tau_k - t_1) q(\zeta_l, \tau_l - t_1)] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{j\omega(t_k - t_1)} s_s^T Z^T(\omega) e^{-j\omega(t_l - t_1)} S_{q_q}(\omega) d\omega = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} Z(\omega) s_s^T Z^T(\omega) e^{j\omega(t_k - t_1)} S_{q_q}(\omega) d\omega
\]

in which

\[
Z(\omega) = \text{diag} \{ e^{j\omega t_1}, e^{j\omega t_2}, \ldots, e^{j\omega t_n} \}, \tag{15}
\]

\[
s = [1, 1, \ldots, 1]^T.
\]

Substituting (14) into (13) yields

\[
E[w(x, t_k) w(x, t_l)] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \tilde{\Theta}^T(\omega, t_k) \tilde{\Theta}(\omega, t_l) d\omega \tag{16}
\]

in which

\[
\tilde{\Theta}(x, t, \omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G(x - \zeta, \tau, 0, 0) f(\zeta, t - \tau, \omega) d\zeta d\tau \tag{17}
\]

\[
\tilde{\Theta}(\zeta, t, \omega) = A(\zeta, t) Z(\omega) s \sqrt{S_{q_q}(\omega)} e^{j\omega t}, \tag{18}
\]
where (18) is called pseudo excitation and (17) is pseudo response of the structure under the pseudo excitation.

Let \( t_k = t_j = t \) in (13). The autocorrelation function of \( w(x, t) \) can be obtained from (17) and (18) as

\[
E [w(x, t) w(x, t)] = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \tilde{\Theta}^*(x, t, \omega) \tilde{\Theta}(x, t, \omega) \, d\omega. \tag{19}
\]

The integrand in (19) is the evolutionary power spectral density of the nonstationary random vibration response of the structure as

\[
S_{ww}(x, t, \omega) = \tilde{\Theta}^*(x, t, \omega) \tilde{\Theta}(x, t, \omega). \tag{20}
\]

The results derived in (19)–(20) show that only the pseudo response analysis is needed to estimate the evolutionary power spectrum of the nonstationary random vibration of the structure under moving random loads. This is as the idea of the pseudo excitation method (PEM).

### 4.2 Nonstationary Random Vibration Analysis under a Moving Random Load

As shown in Section 4.1, the nonstationary random vibration analysis of the system under moving random loads can be directly analyzed by applying a pseudo excitation to the structure. The superposition principle can be adopted because the system is linear. For the excitation on the right side of (1), the response of the structure under each load alone can be computed, and then the total response can be obtained by using the superposition principle.

The pseudo response of a structure under the \( i \)th moving pseudo load \( \bar{q}(t - t_i) \) can be expressed using (17) and (18) as

\[
\Theta_i(x, t, \omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} G(x - \zeta, \tau; 0, 0) \delta(\zeta - v((t - t_i) - \tau)) \cdot \bar{q}((t - t_i) - \tau, \omega) \, d\zeta \, d\tau. \tag{21}
\]

Then (7) gives

\[
\Theta_i(x, t, \omega) = \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \cdot \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} H(k_x, k_y) e^{i k_x x} e^{i k_y (x - \zeta)} \cdot \delta(\zeta - v((t - t_i) - \tau)) \cdot \sqrt{S_{qq}(\omega)} e^{i \omega((t - t_i) - \tau)} \, dk_x \, dk_y \, d\zeta \, d\tau = T_i(x, t, \omega) \tag{22}
\]

in which

\[
T_i(x, t, \omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi} e^{-jt_i} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} H(k_x, \omega - k_x v) e^{i k_x (x - v((t - t_i)))} \, dk_x. \tag{23}
\]

Repeating (21)–(23), after the response of the structure under all \( n \) moving pseudo loads has been computed, the total response of the structure can be obtained using the superposition principle

\[
\tilde{\Theta}(x, t, \omega) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \Theta_i(x, t, \omega) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i(x, t, \omega) \right) \sqrt{S_{qq}(\omega)} e^{i \omega t}. \tag{24}
\]

According to the PEM, (24) multiplied by its complex conjugate and the nonstationary PSD of the vertical displacement of the structure under the moving random loads can be obtained as

\[
S_{ww}(x, t, \omega) = \tilde{\Theta}^*(x, t, \omega) \cdot \tilde{\Theta}(x, t, \omega) = \Gamma(x, t, \omega) \tag{25}
\]

\[
\Gamma(x, t, \omega) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i(x, t, \omega) \right)^* \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i(x, t, \omega) \right). \tag{26}
\]

Here, (25)–(26) are the closed-form solution of the nonstationary random vibration response of the structure under the sequence of moving random loads, which has a clear physical meaning, as it can be understood as an evolutionary modulation process of the power spectrum of excitation. In (26) \( T_i(x, t, \omega) \) also can be called modulation function.

Further, the time-dependent standard deviation of the displacement is computed as

\[
\sigma_w^2(x, t) = 2 \int_{0}^{\infty} S_{ww}(x, t, \omega) \, d\omega. \tag{27}
\]

### 4.3 Numerical Integration Strategy

The closed-form solution of PSD and the standard deviation of the beam displacement have been derived. But it is shown that the mathematical expression is a generalized integration on an infinite domain, which cannot be used to solve practical engineering problems. To obtain an effective numerical solution, a numerical integration strategy must be devised.

It is assumed that the nonstationary random vibration analysis is carried out at an arbitrary observation point \( x = x_0 \). From Section 4.2 it can be seen that the evolutionary PSD of the nonstationary random vibration at the observation point can be computed using (25) as long as the modulation function \( \Gamma(x_0, t, \omega) \) has been calculated. As can be observed in (23), the calculation of \( T_i(x_0, t, \omega) \) is a one-dimensional integration problem in the wavenumber domain.

Generally Simpson's rule can be considered a suitable numerical integration method. For the responses of the system under moving random loads, the efficiency of Simpson's rule is not high because a large number of frequency points must be computed. Particularly, when analyzing the random vibration excited by a series of loads with time delay using superposition principle the numerical integral efficiency is a very important problem.

From (23) it can be seen that the integrand has a very close relationship with the inverse Fourier transform. Compared with a conventional inverse Fourier analysis, the wavenumber
multiplier in the exponential term $e^{jk_x(x_0-v(t-t_i))}$ is $(x_0 - v(t - t_i))$ in (23). Using $x_1 = x_0 + vt_i$, (23) becomes

$$T_i(x_0, t, \omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi} e^{-\text{just}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} H(k_x, \omega - k_x, v) e^{i k_x(x_0-v(t-t_i))} dk_x = \frac{1}{2\pi v}$$

(28)

Let $\vec{k}_x = v k_x$, $t_1 = x_1/v$, and $\tilde{t} = x_1/v - t$. Equation (28) can be rewritten as

$$T_i(x_0, t, \omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi v} e^{-\text{just}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{H(\vec{k}_x/v, \omega - k_x, v)}{\vec{k}_x} e^{i \vec{k}_x \tilde{t}} d\vec{k}_x$$

(29)

in which

$$H(\vec{k}_x/v, \omega - k_x, v) = H(k_x, \omega - k_x, v).$$

Assuming $\bar{H}($) = $\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} H(\vec{k}_x/v, \omega - k_x, v) e^{i \vec{k}_x \tilde{t}} d\vec{k}_x$, (29) can be simplified as follows:

$$T_i(x_0, t, \omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi v} e^{-\text{just}} \bar{H}(\tilde{t})$$

(30)

$$= \frac{1}{2\pi v} e^{-\text{just}} \bar{H}(\tilde{t} = x_0/v + t_i - t).$$

Here, $\bar{H}(\tilde{t})$ and $H(\vec{k}_x/v, \omega - k_x, v)$ constitute a Fourier transform pair.

In the case of unilateral expansion, if $i > N/2$, then $\bar{H}_i = H(\vec{k}_i)$ must be the complex conjugate of $H(\vec{k}_{N-i} = -\vec{k}_i)$. To satisfy the relationship, $\vec{k}_x$ can be assigned by [36, 37]

$$\vec{k}_i = i \Delta \vec{k}_x$$

for $0 \leq i \leq N/2$

(31)

$$\vec{k}_i = -(N - i) \Delta \vec{k}_x$$

for $N/2 < i \leq N - 1$.

The response of the system at time $t = t_n$, as $\bar{H}_n = \bar{H}(\tilde{t} = \tilde{t}_n)$, can be computed by

$$\bar{H}_n = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \bar{H}_i e^{i2\pi i/N}.$$  (32)

Thus, $\bar{H}(\tilde{t})$ can be obtained from $H(\vec{k}_x)$ by using discrete inverse fast Fourier transform, and ultimately $T_i(x_0, t, \omega)$ can be computed. It can be seen that the proposed method has high computational efficiency through the variable substitution and translation.

4.4. Critical Velocity Analysis

4.4.1. Moving Constant Load. If the damping of the Kelvin foundation is equal to zero, it is a Winkler foundation, and then the displacement of the beam resting on the Winkler foundation subjected to a moving constant load $P$ can be expressed as

$$w(x, t) = \frac{P}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} e^{i k_x(x-vt)} \cdot e^{i k_x(x_0-v(t-t_i))} dk_x.$$  (33)

Suppose

$$E \frac{k_x^4}{m} + K - \bar{m} k_x^2 v^2 = 0$$

and the positive solution for $v$ of (34) is given as

$$v_{\text{crit}} = \sqrt{\frac{EI}{m k_x^2} + \frac{K}{m k_x^2}}.$$  (35)

According to the extreme value theory, $v_{\text{crit}}(k_x)$ has the minimum value $v_c$ as

$$v_{\text{crit}} \geq v_c = \left( \frac{4KEI}{m} \right)^{1/4}$$

(36)

which is the (conventional) critical velocity of the infinite beam resting on a Winkler foundation subjected to a moving constant load. Only when $v \geq v_c$ does the integrand in (33) have a singularity. Equation (36) indicates that the critical velocity is determined by the Winkler foundation stiffness and the bending stiffness and mass per unit length of the beam.

4.4.2. Moving Harmonic Load. If the load is a harmonic one in the form of $Pe^{i\omega t}$, for undamped system (i.e., $\eta = 0$), the displacement of the infinite beam can be expressed as

$$w(x, t) = \frac{Pe^{i\omega t}}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} E \frac{k_x^4}{m} + K - \bar{m} (x - k_x v)^2 dk_x.$$  (37)

The discussion of the critical velocity is similar to (33) and the response has a singularity because the denominator of integrand can be equal to zero. But it must be noticed that the singularity of the integrand simultaneously involves velocity $v$ and frequency $\omega$, as

$$E \frac{k_x^4}{m} + K - \bar{m} (x - k_x v)^2 = 0.$$  (38)

The positive solution of (38) is given as

$$v = \frac{\omega}{\bar{k}_x} + \sqrt{\frac{E \frac{k_x^4}{m}}{m} + \frac{K}{m k_x^2}}.$$  (39)

From the above expressions it can be observed that the critical velocity of the system under a moving harmonic load is not a system parameter but rather is related to the frequency of excitation $\omega$. So the critical velocity is only discussed under a given frequency $\omega$.

4.4.3. Moving Random Load. From Section 4.1 it can be seen that the power spectral response analysis of the nonstationary random vibration of an infinite beam subjected to moving...
random loads can be converted into the particular deterministic vibration subjected to a moving harmonic load. For the power spectral analysis each frequency point must be evaluated within the frequency bandwidth.

For an undamped system \((\eta = 0)\), a similar discussion on the critical velocity to that in Section 4.4.2 can be made. However, a critical velocity in this case cannot be defined like the cases under a moving constant load or a moving harmonic load because all frequencies in the bandwidth are needed to analyze the random vibration problem.

For a damped system \((\eta \neq 0)\), (23) becomes

\[
T_i (x, t, \omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{i k_i (x - v (t - t_i))} \frac{e^{i k_i (x - v (t - t_i))} + K + i \eta (\omega - k_i v) - \bar{m} (\omega - k_i v)^2}{E I k_i^4 + K - \bar{m} (\omega - k_i v)^2} dk_i.
\]

The denominator being zero means

\[
E I k_i^4 + K - \bar{m} (\omega - k_i v)^2 = 0, \quad \eta (\omega - k_i v) = 0.
\]

Obviously (41) has no solution for \(v\), which implies that (40) does not have a singularity, but (40) has a maximum, which is determined by velocity \(v\) and frequency \(\omega\).

5. Numerical Examples

The parameters of the system shown in [38] are given in Table 1, which are used to analyze nonstationary random vibration of the infinite beam resting on the Kelvin foundation. The band-limited white noise is taken to represent the PSD of the moving random load:

\[
S_f (\omega) = 10^8 N^2 / (\text{rad} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}), \quad \omega \in [0.1\pi, 100\pi].
\]

5.1. Validation of the Proposed Method. In Section 4.3, it has been pointed out that to analyze the nonstationary random vibration of a structure under a moving random load the integration of (23) needs to be computed by using FEM-FT method and this can be carried out by discrete inverse fast Fourier transform (DIFFT) through a variable substitution and translation. The results obtained by Simpson’s rule are uniformly distributing over the range [0, 2\(\pi\)]. 500 samples of \(\theta_k\) are taken to compute the standard deviation.

Two cases, as (a) \(v = 40 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) and (b) \(v = 75 \text{ m s}^{-1}\), are considered, respectively. The nonstationary time-dependent standard deviation of the vertical displacement at the origin is shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). As can be observed in these figures the numerical results from the DIFFT, Complex Simpson’s rule, and Monte Carlo method agree well. In both cases, the computational time of DIFFT is 2.3 s, the computational time of Simpson’s rule is 394.9 s, and the computational time of Monte Carlo method is 877 s (500 samples). Obviously the proposed method has a superior computational advantage over the other two methods. Moreover, from Figures 2(a) and 2(b) it also can be seen that the proposed random vibration method has good agreement with Monte Carlo simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Parameters of the system.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(EI (\text{N} \cdot \text{m}^2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 \times 10^4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The corresponding phase of \(\omega_k\), and is taken as a random variable uniformly distributing over the range \([0, 2\pi]\). 500 samples of \(\theta_k\) are taken to compute the standard deviation.

5.2. Influence of Velocity. For the case of an undamped system \((\eta = 0)\) the critical velocity under a deterministic moving pseudo harmonic load is discussed firstly. Assuming frequency \(\omega \in [0, 300] \text{ rad s}^{-1}\), (38) is taken to analyze the critical velocity by the numerical experiment and the results are listed in Table 2. It can be seen that the critical velocity is 128.5 \text{ m s}^{-1} when \(\omega = 0\) as the case of moving constant load. The critical velocity is 104.6 \text{ m s}^{-1} when \(\omega = 300 \text{ rad s}^{-1}\). From Table 2 it also can be seen that the critical velocity decreases with the increase of the frequency.

For the case of damped system \((\eta \neq 0)\), the velocity is increased from 0 to 300 \text{ m s}^{-1} at a constant step of 2 \text{ m s}^{-1} in the simulation. The time-dependent standard deviation of vertical displacement at the origin at different load velocities and its maxima are given in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Results show that the critical velocity is \(v_c = 120 \text{ m s}^{-1}\), which is defined as the velocity corresponding to the overall maximum of the standard deviation. This critical velocity is slightly lower than \(v_c = 128.5 \text{ m s}^{-1}\), which is the critical velocity of the system under a moving constant load. When the moving velocity of load is smaller than \(v_c\), the standard deviation increases as the load velocity increases. When the load velocity is close to \(v_c\), the response achieves its maximum, and then the response decreases with increasing velocity. The main reason is that the vibration frequency of response becomes higher while the load is close to the origin but the vibration frequency of response becomes lower while the load moves away from the origin because of the Doppler effect. The damping of the system can cause faster attenuation of the response of the high frequency vibration, but the response of the low frequency vibration can remain for a relatively long period of time. Also, due to the influence of the foundation damping, the response has not reached its maximum when the load reaches the origin, but instead the response achieves its maximum when the load has passed the
origin a moment later—the phenomenon is called time lag. In fact, when the damping is zero, the response achieves its maximum when the load has reached the origin. Meanwhile, the vibration frequency of response is the same before and after the load passes the origin.

5.3. Influence of Damping. In Section 5.2, the critical velocity \( v_c \) under the moving random load is found to be slightly lower than conventional critical velocity \( v_c \), which is an interesting phenomenon. In this section the mechanism of the critical velocity is studied, in which the bending stiffness of the beam and the mass per unit length remain unchanged, so that the effect of stiffness and damping of foundation on the critical velocity is the focus of study here.

For the convenience of discussion, the critical damping and damping ratio are defined as

\[
\eta_{cr} = 2\sqrt{mK},
\]

\[
\xi = \frac{\eta}{\eta_c}.
\]

Figure 4 shows results of the maximum of the time-dependent standard deviation at different velocities for six damping ratios. It can be seen that smaller damping leads to larger standard deviation at the same speed. When damping ratio is \( \xi = 0.05 \), the maximum of the standard deviation appears at \( v_r = 130 \) m s\(^{-1}\), which is very close to critical velocity \( v_c = 128.5 \) m s\(^{-1}\) under a moving constant load. In addition, the critical velocity under a moving random load is not constant, which becomes gradually smaller as the damping increases and lower than the critical velocity under a moving constant load. In the case of a relatively small damping (\( \xi \leq 0.5 \)), the system’s response has no obvious peak. The maximum of the standard deviation increases with increasing velocity below critical velocity \( v_r \). The response reaches a maximum when the velocity reaches a critical velocity and then decreases gradually. In the case of a relatively large damping (\( \xi \geq 0.8 \)), the critical velocity of the system does not exist and the response decreases with increasing velocity from the beginning. It can be seen that the main effect of the damping is to reduce the magnitude of the response and the critical velocity of the system.

Figure 5 shows the moment corresponding to the maximum of time-dependent standard deviation, as time delay of the response reaches its maximum, and after the random load has passed the origin. These curves intersect near critical velocity \( v_r \), which is a very interesting phenomenon. It can be observed that the time delay increases with increasing velocity. Before reaching critical velocity \( v_r \), the greater the damping, the greater the time delay. But, above critical velocity \( v_r \), the greater the damping, the smaller the time delay. This shows that the effect of the damping is different below and above critical velocity \( v_r \), indicating that the damping changes the time delay.
5.4. Influence of Foundation Stiffness. In this section, the effect of the foundation stiffness on the critical velocity is mainly investigated. Six values of foundation stiffness $K$ are adopted and the critical velocities corresponding to stiffness values are listed in Table 3. The damping ratio of the foundation is taken as $\xi = 0.5$.

Figure 6 shows the maximum of time-dependent standard deviation of the response at different velocities. At the same velocity, the standard deviation is larger when the foundation stiffness is smaller. When the foundation stiffness is lower than 40 MPa, the standard deviation decreases with the increasing load velocity. The reason is that a critical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foundation stiffness (MPa)</th>
<th>Critical velocity (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>104.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>112.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>118.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>124.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>133.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>141.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
velocity cannot be well defined as the damping reduces the response significantly when foundation stiffness is small. A peak in the response of the system is not distinct when the foundation stiffness reaches a certain level such as $K = 60$ MPa. However, the critical velocity in these cases is significantly lower than the critical velocity under a moving constant load. The critical velocity under a moving random load is close to the critical velocity under a moving constant load when the stiffness of foundation is greater than 100 MPa.

Relative to the larger stiffness of the foundation the damping effect weakens. The critical velocity of the system depends on the relationship between the stiffness and damping of the foundation. If the damping of the foundation is small relative to its stiffness, the system has a more obvious critical velocity, and it is close to the critical velocity under a moving constant load. But when the damping of the foundation is large relative to the stiffness of foundation, the critical velocity of the system is not apparent.

Figure 7 shows the time delay of the response reaching its maximum. From Figure 7 it can be seen that the time delay increases with increasing velocity at any stiffness value of the foundation. The increase in the time delay levels off at high stiffness values of the foundation. In contrast with Figure 5 it can be seen that the rate of the time delay is related to damping mainly, while the stiffness of the foundation just changes the magnitude, but not the rate, of the time delay.

5.5. Influence of Coherence of Load. Figure 8 shows the time-dependent standard deviation when fully coherent random loads are considered. Meanwhile, the results of the uniform excitation also are shown in Figure 8 in order to compare the effects of load coherence. In the following analysis the spacing between adjacent moving loads is 0.5 m. When load velocity is $40\text{ m s}^{-1}$, the effect of fully coherent loads on the results is very small. The reason is that the duration of the peak response of the structure under a single load ($t \in [-0.005, 0.005]$ s) is shorter than the time lag, reflecting the load coherence between adjacent loads ($\Delta t = 0.5/40 = 0.0125$ s), so that the coherence is not significant. Figure 8(a) shows that the response coherence induced by adjacent loads is not strong, and there are four independent peaks. However, as the velocity increases the duration of the individual response induced by a single load is longer than the time lag between the adjacent loads (e.g., $\Delta t = 0.5/160 = 0.003125$ s). The results, such as those in Figures 8(b)–8(d), show that the responses have strong coherence due to the closeness of the adjacent loads. The responses induced by the fully coherent loads are influenced by the harmonic components (i.e., in $Z(\omega)$ in (14)), so that they are always smaller than the responses induced by all four loads that are applied at the same time without time lag as a special case. With increasing load velocity the phenomenon will become increasingly significant. It can be seen that when the structure is subjected to a series of moving random loads, load coherence must be considered if the moving load velocity is high enough.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the closed-form solution of the power spectral responses of the nonstationary random vibration of an infinite beam resting on Kelvin foundation under a sequence of moving random loads is derived by PEM combined with FT. It represents railway track subjected to a travelling train. The dynamic response results obtained by the proposed method are verified using Monte Carlo method. Parametric analysis of the standard deviation of random vibration is carried out, the critical velocity of a system under the moving random
loads is analyzed, and further the mechanism of the critical velocity is discussed. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The vibration frequency of the dynamic response of the beam becomes higher when the load is close to the origin (the observation point) due to Doppler’s effect and the duration of the peak response becomes shorter owing to damping. When the load moves away from the origin, the vibration frequency of response becomes lower, and attenuation duration becomes longer.

(2) There is a critical velocity for the system under moving random load. When the load velocity is lower than this critical velocity, the maximum of standard deviation increases with increasing velocity; at the critical velocity, the response achieves the maximum and then decreases gradually afterwards.

(3) For the same stiffness of the foundation the time delay curves versus velocity of the system under different damping intersect near the critical velocity. The effect of damping on the time delay is very different before and after critical velocity.

(4) The critical velocity depends on the relation between damping and stiffness of the foundation. It is well defined only when the damping of foundation relates to the stiffness of foundation is small enough.

(5) The rate of change of the time delay is mainly related to the damping of the foundation. The stiffness of the foundation just changes the length of the time delay, but not the rate of change of the time delay.

(6) When fully coherent loads are considered the response is always lower than that under the uniform excitation. When the moving load velocity is high
enough, the impact of the load coherence must be considered.
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